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ABSTRACT: We report a simple yet versatile solution
route for constructing heterojunctions from luminescent
organic charge-transfer (CT) complexes through a two-
step seeded-growth method. Using this method, we
achieved anisotropic and selective growth of anthracene−
1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (TCNB) complexes onto the
tips of naphthalene−TCNB microtubes, resulting in the
formation of microdumbbells. Significantly, the two-
component microdumbbells appear as dual-color-emitting
heterojunctions arising from integration of two distinct
color-emitting materials. We further elucidated the two-
step seeded-growth mechanism of the dumbbell-like
organic heterostructures on the basis of structural analysis
of the two crystals and surface−interface energy balance.
In principle, the present synthetic route may be used to
fabricate a wide range of sophisticated dual- or multicolor-
emitting organic heterostructures via judicious choice of
the CT complexes.

Heterostructured nanomaterials with desirable spatial
organization of diverse materials are being designed and

constructed to meet ever-increasing technological require-
ments.1 Multifunctional lab-on-a-particle architectures have
demonstrated that the creation of proper interfaces between
dissimilar constituent domains can lead to remarkable perform-
ance improvement due to synergistic effects of the individual
components. A representative example is the case of Au
nanocrystals selectively grown onto CdS nanorods to form
matchstick- or dumbbell-like hybrid nanostructures,1f,2 which
yielded dramatic fluorescence quenching due to light-induced
charge separation at the metal−semiconductor interface. In
addition to unique optical properties, heterostructured nanoma-
terials also exhibit exciting potential in different applications,
such as magnetism,3 medical diagnostics,4 and photocatalysis.5

Consequently, extensive efforts have been directed toward the
controlled synthesis of inorganic heterostructured nanomateri-
als. Fabrication of inorganic heterostructures has been
commonly performed via selective growth of metal or semi-
conductor nanoparticles onto the tips of existing metal
chalcogenide seed nanorods.1d−h,2,3 Similarly, organic hetero-
structured micro- and nanomaterials are particularly attractive in
view of the diversity of organic materials and their wide-ranging
functional properties. However, the controlled synthesis of
organic heterostructures has been rare and remains a difficult
challenge, in contrast to that of their inorganic counterparts.

Recently, segmented nanotubular heterojunctions made of
graphite-like organic molecules with dissimilar semiconducting
properties were synthesized by liquid-phase stepwise coassem-
bly.6 Also, heterojunctioned nanoribbons were formed from
copper phthalocyanine and its fluorinated counterpart.7 Such
integration of organic molecules to realize lab-on-a-particle
architectures represents a rapidly advancing field of research.
However, the lack of understanding and control of molecular
self-assembly has severely hampered the development of organic
multicomponent heterostructures.
Here we report a facile two-step seeded-growth process for the

fabrication of microtubular heterojunctions of organic charge-
transfer (CT) complexes. This process involves selective
nucleation and growth of secondary CT complexes onto specific
facets of well-dispersed CT complex microtubes used as seeds.
The proper concentration of the secondary component must be
used to avoid homogeneous nucleation in the stepwise
coassembly process. The strong solid-state emission of CT
complexes8,9 allowed us demonstrate the efficacy of the two-step
seeded-growth process by fabricating dual-color-emitting heter-
ostructures via integration of two distinct crystalline luminescent
CT complexes. To exemplify the process, anisotropic
naphthalene−1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (TCNB) microtubes9

were used as seeds, and selective nucleation and growth of a
secondary material, anthracene−TCNB, onto the tips of the
seeds formed so-called “microdumbbells”. Significantly, the
heterostructured microdumbbells yielded strong dual-color
heterogeneous emission due to the distinct solid-state
luminescence of naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB.
The two-step seeded-growth mechanism of the dumbbell-like
organic heterostructures was elucidated through structural
analysis of the two crystals and surface−interface energy balance.
As a new and exciting model material, these organic luminescent
microdumbbells offer important insights into the selective
nucleation and growth of CT complexes that may prove useful
in novel optoelectronic devices.
We selected naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB

(Figure 1a) as the model compounds because of their chemical
and structural compatibility. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (Figure 1b) revealed that the naphthalene−TCNB
seed microtubes were successfully prepared via etching-assisted
CT-induced self-assembly, as reported previously.9 The 1D
tubular structures were formed with a rectangular cross section, a
fairly uniform diameter of 3 μm, and lengths of hundreds of
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micrometers. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure
1c) further showed that a single microtube had an inner diameter
of ∼1.2 μm and a wall thickness of ∼600 nm. In addition,
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) (Figure 1c inset)
showed that the 1D microtubes had a single-crystalline structure
growing along the c axis (i.e., the [001] direction). Similarly, the
simple liquid-phase strategy was also used to synthesize single-
crystalline anthracene−TCNB microtubes (Figure 1d,e). Sub-
sequently, to integrate the different organic materials into one
unit, we designed a two-step seeded-growth method in which the
well-dispersed naphthalene−TCNB microtubes served as seeds
to assist the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of
anthracene−TCNB complexes onto their ends (Figure 2a).
First, a stock solution of naphthalene−TCNB complexes in
acetonitrile (10 mM, 2.5 mL) was quickly injected into 10 mL of
an 1:3 (v/v) ethanol/water mixture to induce tubular self-
assembly. For growth of the anthracene−TCNB tips, the
suspension of naphthalene−TCNB seed microtubes was added
into a certain amount of anthracene−TCNB complex solution
and allowed to stand for 30 min, after which a yellowish
suspension was formed.
To prevent the formation of separate microparticles, the

concentration of anthracene−TCNB complex solution had to be
precisely controlled below the homogeneous nucleation thresh-
old during coassembly by tuning the naphthalene−TCNB/
anthracene−TCNB molar ratio (N). SEM clearly demonstrated
the selective growth of anthracene−TCNB onto the tips of
naphthalene−TCNBmicrostructures atN = 50:3, as indicated by
the appearance of bright points with enhanced contrast (Figure
1f). TEM (Figure 1g) showed that the tubular morphology of the
seed remained unchanged and that anthracene−TCNB micro-
particles tightly adhered to the tube tips, resulting in a
“microdumbbell”. The XRD patterns of the pure naphthalene−
TCNB microtubes, anthracene−TCNB microtubes, and the
microdumbbells (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information)

agree well with those of the corresponding monoclinic bulk
crystals of naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB com-
plexes. Moreover, it is worth noting that the addition of
anthracene−TCNB did not destroy the original crystal structure
of the seedmicrotubes, and the appearance of a new peak at 11.7°
can be indexed to the (110) plane of anthracene−TCNB. This
confirms that the anthracene−TCNBmicroparticles were grown
exclusively onto the tips of the existing naphthalene−TCNB
microtubes.
Under UV excitation, the crystalline naphthalene−TCNB

complex exhibits intense blue emission, whereas crystalline
anthracene−TCNB emits intense yellow light (Figure 3a inset).8

On the basis of their solid-state luminescence features, the
microdumbbells consisting of these two distinct CT complexes
were examined by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2b−f).
Obviously, under excitation by nonfocused UV light (330−380
nm), pure naphthalene−TCNB microtubes emitted uniform
blue photoluminescence (PL) originating from a typical CT
transition between the naphthalene electron donor and TCNB
electron acceptor (Figure 2b). Meanwhile, pure anthracene−
TCNB microtubes exhibited uniform yellow PL when excited by
UV light, which become stronger upon irradiation by blue light
(Figure S2). In contrast to the single-color-emitting naphtha-
lene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB microtubes, the micro-
dumbbells appeared as dual-color-emitting heterojunctions, as
shown in Figure 2c−f. Remarkably, the naphthalene−TCNB
microtube in the middle of each microdumbbell remained blue-
emitting when excited by UV light, whereas the anthracene−
TCNB microparticles at the tips emitted yellow light. Upon
excitation with blue light, the blue-emitting naphthalene−TCNB
component became nearly nonemissive, whereas the yellow-
emitting tips exhibited strong fluorescence.
To investigate the effect of anthracene−TCNB growth on the

optical properties of the seedmicrotubes, PLmeasurements were
carried out. The PL spectrum of a pure naphthalene−TCNB
microtube film spin-coated onto a quartz substrate (Figure 3a,
blue curve) shows a broad structureless band at ∼460 nm upon
excitation at 365 nm, which arises from a CT transition from the
HOMO of naphthalene to the LUMO of TCNB.8,10 Similarly,
the spectrum of an anthracene−TCNB microtube film (Figure
3a, orange curve) shows an emission band at 560 nm upon

Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the molecular structures of (left to
right) naphthalene, TCNB, and anthracene. (b, d, f) SEM images
showing (b) naphthalene−TCNB microtubes, (d) anthracene−TCNB
microtubes, and (f) microdumbbells comprising naphthalene−TCNB
microtubes and anthracene−TCNB tips. (c, e, g) TEM images showing
a typical single (c) naphthalene−TCNB microtube, (e) anthracene−
TCNB microtube, and (g) microdumbbell. The insets in (c) and (e)
show SAED patterns of single naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−
TCNB microtubes, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of the two-step seeded-growth
process: selective nucleation of anthracene−TCNB occurs at the ends of
naphthalene−TCNB microtube seeds. (b−f) Fluorescence microscopy
images of (b) naphthalene−TCNB microtubes and (c, e) microdumb-
bells under excitation by nonfocused UV light (330−380 nm) and (d, f)
microdumbbells under excitation by blue light (460−490 nm).
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excitation at 460 nm, corresponding to the typical yellow
emission of the anthracene−TCNB complex. The PL spectrum
of the microdumbbells consists of a peak at 460 nm due to the
naphthalene−TCNB component and another peak at 556 nm
due to the anthracene−TCNB component that is slightly blue-
shifted from 560 nm. Except for this slight blue shift, the
excitation spectra of the microdumbbells at emission bands of
(1) 460 nm and (2) 556 nm are consistent with those of
naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB, respectively
(Figure S3). However, the dual-color PL spectrum (Figure 3a,
black curve) is not a simple mixture or sum of the individual PL
spectra of the component CT complexes because the emission
from anthracene−TCNB is so relative to that of naphthalene−
TCNB, even though the anthracene−TCNB tips make up only
∼6% or less of the total structure. As the solid-state PL
efficiencies for naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB
were measured to be 17.8 and 8.4%, respectively, the relatively
intense anthracene−TCNB PL indicates efficient direct energy
transfer from naphthalene−TCNB to anthracene−TCNB across
the heterojunction interface because of the good overlap of the
excitation spectrum of anthracene−TCNB with the emission
spectrum of naphthalene−TCNB, similar to the case of organic
heterojunctions composed of aluminum tris(8-hydroxyquino-
line) trunks and 1,5-diaminoanthraquinone branches.11

Further structural characterization of a single microdumbbell
comprising naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB was
performed by color mapping through laser confocal fluorescence
microscopy (LCFM). LCFM images of a single typical
microdumbbell excited at two different laser wavelengths (Figure
3b−d) and the corresponding PL spectra (Figure 3e−g) clearly
revealed the spatial distribution of naphthalene−TCNB and
anthracene−TCNB. In particular, a single microdumbbell
excited by a 405 nm laser and monitored in the blue-light region
(415−500 nm) showed only a blue-emitting segment on the
microdumbbell body (Figure 3b). The corresponding microarea
PL spectrum (Figure 3e) of the blue-emitting segment (dashed
circle in b) shows a single peak at 466 nm due to the characteristic
PL of naphthalene−TCNB complexes. The same microdumb-
bell excited by a 458 nm laser and monitored in the yellow-light
region (520−600 nm) showed clear emission of bright yellow

light from the twomicrodumbbell tips, whereas the blue-emitting
body was nearly nonemissive (Figure 3c). Moreover, the
microarea PL spectrum (Figure 3f) of the tip (dashed circle in
c) shows a band at 555 nm, consistent with the PL of
anthracene−TCNB complexes. The superposed LCFM image
(Figure 3d) also confirms the selective growth of anthracene−
TCNB onto the two tips of the naphthalene−TCNB microtube.
The PL spectrum of the single microdumbbell (Figure 3g) shows
that the intensities of the fluorescence from the seed and the tips
are about equal upon excitation at 405 nm, which also indicates
that efficient direct energy transfer may be involved in our
present system.
To demonstrate further the efficacy of the two-step seeded-

growth process, we similarly used this method to synthesize
other dumbbell-like heterogeneous microstructures of CT
complexes simply by replacing the yellow-emitting anthra-
cene−TCNB with complexes that emit different colors, such as
phenanthrene−TCNB (Figure S4) and fluorene−TCNB
(Figure S5). As expected, similar to the selective deposition of
anthracene−TCNB domains, the simple solution strategy
resulted in heterogeneous nucleation of phenanthrene−TCNB
or fluorene−TCNB exclusively onto the tips of the naphtha-
lene−TCNB microtube seeds (Figure 4a−d). Moreover,

phenanthrene−TCNB domains emitted yellow-green light and
the fluorene−TCNB emitted green light upon UV excitation of
the microdumbbells. The phenanthrene−TCNB component
turned into yellow light while the green fluorene−TCNB
emission became weaker under blue-light excitation.
The mechanism for the selective growth of anthracene−

TCNB onto the ends of naphthalene−TCNB microtubes was
elucidated through structural analysis of the two crystals and
surface−interface energy balance.12,13 As reported previously,9

the two-component molecules are nearly planar in the
naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−TCNB complexes and
are stacked alternately along the c axis. Hence, only the end facets
of single-crystalline naphthalene−TCNB microtubes have
exposed TCNB molecules, which would induce the selective
nucleation of anthracene−TCNB because of the strong CT
interaction between the anthracene donor and the TCNB
acceptor. The unit cells of the two crystals have similar a and b
lattice parameters and significantly different lattice parameters
along the c axis (a = 9.39 Å, b = 12.66 Å, c = 6.87 Å for
naphthalene−TCNB and a = 9.505 Å, b = 12.748 Å, c = 7.417 Å

Figure 3. (a) PL spectra of naphthalene−TCNB microtubes (blue
curve, λex = 365 nm), anthracene−TCNB microtubes (orange curve, λex
= 460 nm), and microdumbbells (black curve, λex = 365 nm). The inset
shows a photograph of (left) naphthalene−TCNB and (right)
anthracene−TCNB microtube suspensions under a UV lamp (365
nm). (b, c) LCFM images of a typical single microdumbbell collected
from the (b) blue-light (λex = 405 nm) and (c) yellow-light (λex = 458
nm) regions and (d) the dual-color superposed LCFM image. The scale
bars correspond to 25 μm. (e−g) Microarea PL spectra recorded from
the selected areas of the microdumbbell marked in white in (b−d).

Figure 4. Fluorescence microscopy images of microdumbbells
composed of naphthalene−TCNB microtubes and (a, b) phenan-
threne−TCNB tips or (c, d) fluorene−TCNB tips upon excitation with
(a, c) UV light and (b, d) blue light.
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for anthracene−TCNB), so formation of a continuous, uniform
core−shell geometry would be difficult. Consequently, the large
mismatch in the c parameter versus the small lattice mismatch of
the (001) surface of naphthalene−TCNB and anthracene−
TCNB (Figure S6) preferentially favors the anisotropic growth
of anthracene−TCNB onto the tips of the seed crystal along the c
axis. On the other hand, surface−interface energy balance
considerations would also prefer anthracene−TCNB nucleation
at the end facets, because it would eliminate the unstable or high-
energy naphthalene−TCNB facets, as in the case of b-TiO2−
FexOy nanorod heterostructures.13 Nevertheless, the growth of
anthracene−TCNB on the side surface of naphthalene−TCNB
microtubes became feasible when N for the two-step seeded-
growth process was changed from 50:3 to 50:6 (Figures S7c−d
and S9). Meanwhile, it is apparent that surface defects would also
induce the growth of anthracene−TCNB on the defect sites
(Figures S7d and S10). Indeed, selective growth of phenan-
threne−TCNB onto the tips of naphthalene−TCNBmicrotubes
can serve as another example to support the above growth
mechanism. As reported previously,14 a homogeneous mixed
molecular crystal made of phenanthrene−TCNB and anthra-
cene−TCNB complexes can form over the whole composition
range [(anthracene)1−x(phenanthrene)x−TCNB], analogous to
a solid solution. Considering the small lattice mismatch between
the phenanthrene−TCNB (a = 9.413 Å, b = 13.104 Å, c = 7.260
Å) and anthracene−TCNB complexes, anthracene−TCNB can
be replaced successfully by phenanthrene−TCNB to form
dumbbell-like architectures with naphthalene−TCNB seed
microtubes.
In summary, we have introduced a simple two-step seeded-

growth process for fabricating dual-color-emitting heteroge-
neous microdumbbells comprising two distinct color-emitting
domains made of luminescent organic CT complexes. This
process exploits the selective and anisotropic growth of one
organic CT complex onto the ends of a microtube of another
organic CT complex acting as a seed. In principle, by a judicious
choice of organic CT complexes, the present growth process
could be used to fabricate a wide range of sophisticated dual- or
multicolor-emitting heterojunction microdumbbells. Such lab-
on-a-particle architectures that provide a simple route for
integration of dissimilar organic materials would have myriad
applications in miniaturized devices, such as multicolor
fluorescent barcodes and optical switches. Furthermore, the
heterojunction microstructures provide a promising platform for
investigating selective and anisotropic nucleation and growth of
organic CT complexes. Specifically, the simple two-step solution
seeded-growth strategy may be extended to organic semi-
conductors with similar structural properties in order to access
p−n heterojunction micro- and nanostructures with desirable
spatial organization of different materials.
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